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摘    要
本文探究華語三聲變調在假字實驗中的語音變異不全現象，是否能歸因於詞彙熟悉度

效應所導致的發音執行問題。本研究透過改良後的 wug 測試創造了新的物品及顏色名稱

以誘發 �0 位臺灣華語母語成年人士產出三聲變調字詞。語音聲學分析的結果顯示，連續

三聲雙音節詞的組合類別是影響三聲變調語音變異是否完整應用的關鍵。當雙音節詞假字

中的第一個音節是臺灣華語真實存在的音節時，三聲變調在語音層面上能完全應用；當雙

音節詞假字中的第一個音節不是臺灣華語真實存在的音節時，三聲變調在語音層面上則無

法完全應用。實驗的結果支持了華語三聲變調在假字實驗中的語音變異不全現象是由詞彙

熟悉度效應所導致的發音執行問題。本文將討論改良後的 wug 測試在研究變調議題上的

益處， 也同時討論變調假字衍生力與其心理表徵之間的關係。
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Abstract
This study explored the possibility that the phonetically incomplete application of 

Tone Three Sandhi (T�S) among pseudowords in Mandarin Chinese could be reduced to the 

articulatory implementation factor triggered by lexical familiarity effects. A revised wug test 

with newly-constructed color and objects was used to elicit T�S productions from �0 native 

Taiwan Mandarin adult speakers. The results from acoustical analysis showed that the nature 

of the word type of the first T� syllable in the disyllabic T� word was the key to the phonetic 

(in)completeness of T�S. When the first syllable of the pseudo-disyllabic word was an actually-

occurring syllable, the application of T�S was phonetically complete. When the first syllable 

was an accidentally-gapped syllable, the application of T�S was phonetically incomplete. These 

results support the view that the articulatory implementation, which is triggered by lexical 

familiarity effects, exerts strong influences on the phonetic completeness of T�S. The benefits 

of the revised wug test used in this study as well as the relationship between the degrees of 

pseudoword productivity and mental representations of tones are discussed.

Keywords:  Articulatory Implementation; Covert Contrast; Fundamental Frequency (f0); 

Productivity; Pseudoword; Tone Three Sandhi (T�S)
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1. Introduction

1.1 Psychological reality and pseudoword experiment

According to Chomsky (����), a linguistic theory can reach explanatory adequacy only 

when the theory is universally valid, maximally constrained and psychologically real (c.f. 

Radford ����, Chapter � for more details). In other words, a theory without psychological 

reality must fail to reach explanatory adequacy. Chomsky’s notion of explanatory adequacy 

exerts influence on every sub-domain of linguistic studies, including phonology. Since���0s, 

many phonologists have shown concerns pertaining to the abstractness of phonological analysis 

and have proposed that phonological analysis should be based on laboratory methods or 

experimentation (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, ����; Ohala, ����; Ohala & Jaeger, ����; Odden, 

�00�; Hayes, �00�). The trend of phonetically-based phonology also influences studies on 

Mandarin tone sandhi. For instance, in ���0s, following Berko’s (����) seminal wug experiment, 

Hsieh (���0, ����, ����) conducted a series of pseudoword experiments to investigate the 

psychological reality of Taiwanese tone sandhi rules, where human listeners were invited to 

judge the surface tone categories. Subsequent studies in this line adopted acoustical analysis, 

which enabled researchers to understand if there were any covert contrasts, which were hardly 

perceivable by human ears, between real word and pseudoword productions and if the tone 

sandhi rules were underlearned (ignorance of generalizable patterns) or overlearned (learning 

even with the poverty of the stimulus in the lexicon) (Zhang & Liu, �0��; Zhang & Meng, �0��; 

Zhang, �0��). To date, a large body of tone sandhi rules found in varieties of Mandarin had been 

acoustically analyzed, including Beijing Chinese (Xu, ����, ����; Zhang & Lai, �0�0; Zhang 

& Peng, �0��; Chen & Li, �0��), Taiwanese (Zhang & Lai, �00�; Zhang Lai & Sailor, �0��), 

Tianjin Chinese (Zhang & Liu, �0��),Wuxi Chinese (Yan & Zhang, �0��), Shanghai Wu (Zhang 

& Meng, �0��) etc. However, several issues relating to the experimental designs deserved 

more detailed attention. Before detailing those issues in the section Some puzzles, I have to first 

introduce and review the literature pertaining to the generativity of Tone Three Sandhi (T�S) in 

Mandarin Chinese below.

1.2 Generativity of T3S in Mandarin Chinese

1.2.1 Background of T3S

Based on Chao’s (���0, ����, ����) five-point scale on tone values, T�S rule in Mandarin 
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Chinese is shown in (�a) and is exemplified in (�b). 
�

(1)  a.　Tone Three Sandhi (T3S) in Mandarin Chinese

　　　��� →  �� / _ ���

　　　 A Tone � (T�) syllable becomes Tone � (T�) when it is followed by another T� 

syllable

　  b　Instance of T3S

　　　小 鳥

　　　xiao niao ‘bird’

　　　T� T� underlying tone

　　　T� T� surface tone

In (�b), xiao niao ‘bird’ is a disyllabic word where both syllables are underlying Tone � 

(T�). As specified in (�a), the first T� syllable (i.e., xiao ‘small’ ) undergoes tone sandhi and 

perceptually becomes aT�-like pitch. Although the application or non-application of T�S is 

subject to factors such as speech rate, syntactic structures, phonological structure etc. (see Chen, 

�000; Duanmu, �00�; Lin, �00�; Liu, �0�� and Liu & Chen, �0�0 for further discussions), 

according to the analyses in Chen (�000) and Duanmu (�00�), T�S must apply when the two 

consecutive T� syllables formulatea disyllabic word. 

1.2.2 Literature on the productivity of T3S

Studies probing into the productivity of T�S can be broadly divided into two aspects, 

including if the rule is psychologically real (Cheng, ����; Xu, ����, ����) and if the application 

of the rule is phonetically complete (Zhang & Lai, �0�0; Zhang & Peng, �0��; Chen & Li,�0��).

Earlier studies investigating the psychological reality of T�S requested the participants to 

recite non-existing words/phrases and invited human listeners to judge the surface tones of the 

productions. For instance, Cheng (����) created sentences where both Chinese and English were 

available in the same sentence. One example from Cheng (����) is shown in (�).

(�) Hǎo 　professor bù duō.

 good 　professor not many

 ‘There are not many good professors.’

�　There is another view about T�S in the literature. Many authors believe that the sandhi tone in (�a) is not 
Tone � (T�), but a rising pitch. That is, the sandhi rule does not involve a categorical change of the tone. 
For the sake of simplicity, T� is used to represent the sandhi tone in the current study. Readers who are 
interested in this issue are referred to Wee (�0��), Yuan & Chen (�0��), Zhang & Peng (�0��) and the 
references therein.
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The first two syllables in the word professor (i.e., pro and fe) received the quaternary and 

primary stress, respectively. The combinations of the two syllables resembled a T� syllable 

in Mandarin Chinese. If English stresses were interpretable in the same way as Chinese tones 

among Chinese speakers, the T� syllable preceding the word professor (i.e., hǎo‘good’) should 

undergo T�S. Experimental results indicated that T�S application rate was the highest when the 

following English word was a disyllabic word. T�S application rates of Chinese T� monosyllabic 

words dropped when the following English word became a trisyllabic or quadrisyllabic syllable. 

In short, Cheng’s (����) study indicated that native speakers of Mandarin Chinese could apply 

T�S even when the linguistic stimuli where new to them, suggesting that the sandhi rule was 

psychologically real. Similar findings were found in Xu (����, ����), who designed both visual 

perception and production experiments using nonsense T� disyllabic words (i.e., shǐdǐng and 

mǎmǎ). The results indicated that T�S rule could be naturally applied with and without overt 

productions, showing that T�S is psychologically real.

The studies reviewed above clearly indicated that the phonological rule, T�S, was 

psychologically real because the rule was applicable to non-existing words in Mandarin Chinese. 

However, later studies go further by examining if the T�S was phonetically complete among 

pseudowords. The seminal study conducted by Zhang and Lai (�0�0), and later reduplicated 

by Chen and Li (�0��) with a different statistical method, was particularly informative in this 

respect. Zhang and Lai (�0�0) included five types of disyllabic T� word lists, as shown in (�) 

below, in two production experiments.

(3) The Five Sets of Disyllabic T3 Test Words in Zhang and Lai (2010)

　  a.　AO-AO (Two actual occurring morphemes)

　　　展覽 , zhan lan ‘exhibit’

　  b.　*AO-AO (Not actual occurring disyllabic words)

　　　減也 , jian ye (meaningless)

　  c.　AO-AG (Actual occurring morpheme and accidental gap)

　　　巧 hang, qiao hang (meaningless)

　  d.　AG-AO (Accidental gap and actual occurring morpheme)

　　　run 起 , run qi (meaningless)

　  e.　AG-AG (Accidental gap and accidental gap)

　　　run pan (meaningless)

Based on the phonetic characteristics, morphosyntactic properties and historical origins 

of T�S, Zhang and Lai (�0�0) claimed that T�S was less phonetically motivated and therefore, 
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they hypothesized that T�S would apply less productively among pseudowords. The results from 

fundamental frequency (f0) shape, average f0 value, the turning point (lowest value) of f0 and 

rhyme duration showed that T�S applies incompletely among pseudowords, supporting their 

view that phonetic motivations exerted influences on synchronic phonology. The position was 

also echoed by Chen and Li (�0��).

Although Zhang and Lai (�0�0) provided compelling evidence for the influence of phonetic 

motivations on the phonetically incomplete applications of T�S, the study was not left without 

questions. For instance, Zhang and Peng (�0��) noted that the vowels of the critical T� syllable 

(i.e., the first T� in a T�-T� sequence) were not properly controlled. As it was well established 

that high vowels would result in higher f0 (Lehiste, ���0), studies measuring f0 contours 

generally normalized the raw f0 values by using z-scores (Chen, �0��; Li & Chen, �0��; Liu & 

Chen, �0�0 among many others) so that the potential effects contributed from vowels could be 

erased. However, Zhang and Lai (�0�0) used raw f0 values in their study and therefore it can 

not be excluded that the differences in f0 values observed in Zhang and Lai (�0�0) might be the 

results of differences in vowels of the critical T� syllable. In order to control for the confounding 

factor, Zhang and Peng (�0��) created minimal pairs for real words ( e.g. er yu, T�-T�, ‘baby 

talk’ vs. er yu, T�-T�, ‘whisper’ ) and pseudowords (e.g. fia sua, T�-T� vs. fia sua, T�-T�). The 

experimental results from several acoustical parameters showed that there were no differences 

between the first syllables of underlying T� syllables and underlying T� syllables among 

real words ( i.e., er yu, T�-T�, ‘baby talk’ vs. er yu, T�-T�, ‘whisper’ ). However, significant 

differences in average f0 values and f0 contour shapes were found between the first syllables of 

underlying T� syllables and underlying T� syllables among pseudowords (i.e., fia sua, T�-T� vs. 

fia sua, T�-T�). Therefore, Zhang and Peng (�0��) claimed that the covert, phonetic contrasts 

observed between underlying T� and underlying T� among pseudowords could be attributed to 

differences in the articulatory implementation triggered by lexical familiarity effects.

1.2.3 Some puzzles

Several issues in the relevant literature deserve further attention. First, adjacency of two 

T� syllables was not the only condition for the application of T�S. It is agreed that tone sandhi 

is sensitive to morphosyntactic and prosodic constituency (Chen, �000; Yip, �00�; Duanmu, 

�00�; Wee, �00�, �0�0, �0��; Liu & Chen, �0�0). When the semantic contents are absent, 

the morphosyntactic and/or prosodic structure cannot be properly processed (c.f. Hsieh, ���0, 

����; Wang, ����; Chuang, Chang & Hsieh, �0��; Wee, �0��) and this in turn would affect 

the applicability of T�S. Without assigning proper meanings to pseudowords, previous studies 

(Zhang & Lai, �0�0; Zhang & Peng, �0��; Chen & Li, �0��) did not create the felicitous 
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conditions for the application of T�S. This might contribute to the observed phonetically 

incomplete applications of T�S. In fact, some studies focusing on tone sandhi phenomena in 

some Mandarin varieties have noticed the issue and have assigned meanings to pseudowords in 

their studies (Yan & Zhang, �0��; Zhang & Meng, �0��).

Second, in order to erase the influences of different vowel heights on f0 heights as well 

as to minimize between-speaker differences, studies focusing on f0 contours generally utilized 

z-scores so that the relative f0 shapes could be extracted (Chen, �0��; Li & Chen, �0��; Liu & 

Chen, �0�0 among many others). Additionally, differences in the onset consonants of the second 

syllables also affect the f0 heights of the first syllables (Hombert, ����; Ohde, ����). Therefore, 

the f0 value differences observed in Zhang and Lai (�0�0) and Chen and Li (�0��) might be the 

results of the materials and/or the data analysis methods they used in their experiments.

Finally, if the phonetically incomplete applications of T�S were the results of the 

differences in articulatory implementation triggered by differences in lexical familiarity, as 

proposed by Zhang and Peng (�0��), it was expected that phonetic differences would be 

observed between the first sandhi syllables of T�-T� real words and T�-T� pseudowords (i.e., 

the first T� in T�-T� real words and pseudowords). However, such comparisons were not made 

in Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) study. Similarly, Zhang and Lai (�0�0) did not compare AO-AO 

(i.e., (�a)) with the other four types of pseudowords (i.e., (�b) to (�e)) individually. Instead, they 

compared AO-AO (i.e., (�a)) with the average values of other types of pseudowords (i.e., (�b) 

to (�e)) as well as compared the average values of (�a) to (�c) with the average values of (�d) 

and (�e). In short, in order to strengthen the claim proposed by Zhang & Peng (�0��), a direct 

comparison among the first T� syllables in AO-AO and other types of pseudowords individually 

would be informative in this respect.

1.3 The present study

The purpose of this study is to critically examine the applicability of T�S among 

pseudowords, with special attention to the phonetic completeness of T�S application. This study 

is significant in the following aspects. Methodologically, a revised wug test is proposed so that 

the confounding factors contributed by vowels of the real and pseudo-word minimal pairs as well 

as the onset consonants of the second syllable could be excluded. Additionally, the revised wug 

test enables proper meanings to be assigned to those pseudowords so that the felicitous condition 

for T�S could be satisfied. Furthermore, the claim proposed by Zhang and Peng (�0��) could 

be directly assessed. That is, by comparing the differences among the first syllables of AO-AO 

with those from various types of T�-T� pseudowords, the experimental results could verify if the 

phonetically incomplete applications of T�S could be attributed to differences in the articulatory 
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implementation triggered by lexical familiarity effects. Finally, the current study could shed 

some light on the issue pertaining to the connections between the degrees of pseudoword 

productivity and mental representations of tones. 

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

 A total of �0 adult speakers of Taiwan Mandarin (�0 males and �0 females) were 

included in a production experiment. According to their self-reports, none of them had any 

medical history in language-related disorders.

2.2 A revised wug test for tone sandhi: Design, materials & procedure

The experimental procedure is summarized in Figure 1.

1. Introducing Obejcts

2. Introducing Colors

3. Practice of Phrase Pattern

4. Formal Experiment

Figure 1. The Experimental Procedure of the Study

At the first stage, six items were introduced, including four monosyllabic actually-occurring 

(AO) words and two monosyllabic accidentally-gapped (AG) words, as shown in Figures 2 to 

7. Among the four AO monosyllabic words, two were T� syllables and the others were Tone 

� (T�). The inclusion of these two T� words were to mask the real purpose of the experiment. 

According to NCCU Corpus of Spoken Taiwan Mandarin (Chui & Lai, �00�), the character 

frequencies of the two T� AO syllables wǎn ‘bowl’ and sǎn ‘umbrella’ ranked �,��0 and �,��� 

in the corpus, respectively. Therefore, the participants must be familiar with these syllables. 

Specifically, they must be much more familiar with the AO monosyllabic words than the AG 

monosyllabic words to be introduced to them later. The two AG monosyllabic words were 

presented with Zhuyin, the phonetic symbols used in Taiwan, so that the participants could 

easily understand and acquire the pronunciations of those pseudowords. These AO words were 
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found based on the online dictionary provided by the Ministry of Education in Taiwan. When 

the experimenter showed Figures 6 and 7 to the participants, they were told that the objects 

were a newly-designed container and a newly-designed shed, respectively. The participants were 

required to recite the objects to the experimenter one by one at this stage. The experimenter 

would correct the participants’ pronunciations once they mispronounced any of the items or 

assimilated the pronunciations of the AG words into other phonetically similar AO words. A test 

was administrated to ensure that the participants had successfully associated the pronunciations 

with the objects.
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At the second stage, four colors were introduced, including three monosyllabic AO words 

and one monosyllabic AG word, as shown in Figures 8 to 11. The three AO monosyllabic 

words were T�, T� and Tone � (T�). The only AG monosyllabic T� word at this stage was also 

presented with Zhuyin. The R(ed),G(reen), and B(lue) of the newly-created color was set as �0�, 

�0�, and ��, respectively. Similarly, the experimenter paid special attention to the participants’ 

pronunciations and corrected them once they mispronounced the words or assimilated the AG 

word into other phonetically similar AO words. An additional test was also administrated to 

ensure that the participants had successfully associated the pronunciations with the colors.
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Figure 10. Monosyllabic T� real word zǐ‘purple’ Figure 11.  Monosyllabic T� accidentally-gapped 

word zǎ(a newly-created color)

At the third stage, the participants were guided to recite the phrase X se de Y ‘Y in the 

color of X’, and then recited the abbreviated form of the phrase X-Y (i.e., color-item) after three 

seconds. For instance, when they saw Figure 12, they were required to produce the phrase 

lǜ sè de huā ‘flower in the color of green’. After that, they were required to silently recite 

the abbreviated form of the phrase lǜ-huā ‘green flower’ for three seconds before they finally 

produced it. The three-second silence between the production of the complete phrase and the 

abbreviated form was essential as the participants could parse the morphosyntactic structure, 

rehearse the pronunciation silently and reduce the possibility of mispronunciations. All the six 
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items presented at the first stage (i.e., Figures 2 to 7) were colored in green and presented to the 

participants one after another so that they had chances to practice generating the required phrase 

patterns.
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Figure 12. One of the items used for practicing the phrase pattern

When the participants finished practicing at the third stage, the formal experiment started 

right away. All the three remaining colors (i.e., huî‘grey’, zǐ‘purple’, and zǎ(a newly-created 

color)) were combined with those six items, generating the four types of words in (�).

(�) The Four Sets of Disyllabic T� Test Words in Present Study

　 a.　 AO-AO

　　　 zǐ-sǎn ‘purple umbrella’, zǐ-wǎn ‘purple bowl’

　 b.　 AO-AG

　　　 zǐ-wǎi ‘purple newly-created container’, zǐ-sǔ ‘purple newly-created shed’

　 c.　 AG-AO

　　　 zǎ-sǎn ‘newly-created color umbrella’, zǎ-wǎn ‘newly-created color bowl’

　 d.　 AG-AG

　　　 zǎ-wǎi ‘newly-created color & container’, zǎ-sǔ ‘newly-created color & shed’

The order and the contents of the stimuli presented to the participants were the same. In the 

formal experiment, at least one filler was inserted between any two word types in (�). A total of 

eight critical items were collected from each participant along with �0 fillers (e.g., huî-huâ ‘grey 

flower’).The experimenter invited the participants to re-recite the item once they mispronounced 

the words or assimilated the AG words into other phonetically similar AO words.

As proper meanings were assigned to the disyllabic words in (�), the felicitous condition 

for T�S was met. Additionally, the consonants preceding the vowels in the first syllable (i.e., [z]) 

and the onset consonants of the second syllable (i.e., [s] and [w]) could be properly controlled.
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2.3 Equipment,software and recording

A RODE unidirectional microphone (NTG�B), with RME Babyface Pro as the interface and 

Praat (Boersma & Weenink, �0�0) as the software, was used to record the speech productions 

from the participants. The sampling rate was set at ��.� kHz. A DELL laptop (model: Inspiron 

��-���0) and the software PowerPoint were used to display the experimental stimuli described 

in the previous section. All the recordings took place in the same quiet room on campus. The 

recorded audio files were �� bit and were stored as waveform audio file format (i.e., wav).

2.4 Acoustical analysis

Two major acoustical parameters, including the f0 contour andthe percentage of the f0 

turning point (the lowest point of f0), were included in the study. One major coder (the author) 

analyzed all the data and one additional coder coded ��% of the data to establish the inter-rater 

reliability. Detailed descriptions regarding how those parameters were measured are shown 

below.

2.4.1 F0 contour

The f0 contours were extracted based on the vowels of the first syllables of the disyllabic T� 

words. The onset and offset of a vowel were defined as the first and last uprising zero-crossing 

in the waveform. When the onset of the second syllable started with /s/, the offset of the vowel 

in the first syllable was solely determined by the last uprising zero-crossing in the waveform. 

However, spectrogram was used to assist the judgement of the offset of a vowel when the 

approximant /w/ was the onset of the second syllable (e.g. zǐ-wǎn ‘purple bowl’). One defining 

acoustic characteristics of /w/ was that it lowered all the formants (Stevens, �000; Ladefoged & 

Johnson, �0��) and the second formant (F�) was particularly indicative (Ladefoged & Johnson, 

�0��; Wiener & Shih, �0��). Therefore, the onset of /w/, and hence the offset of the vowel in the 

preceding syllable, was defined as the nearest uprising zero-crossing around thelowest F� at the 

syllable boundary.

Each extracted f0 contour was evenly divided into �0 portions, giving rise to a total of �� 

time points. The time-normalized contours enabled researchers to make graphical and statistical 

comparisons. Additionally, in order to exclude the potential influence of different vowels on the 

f0 contours, the �� raw f0 values of a participant were normalized on a word-type basis by using 

z-scores (Liu & Chen, �0�0). Specifically, a speaker’s f0 raw values from (�a), (�b), (�c) and 

(�d) were normalized independently so that the relative f0 contours of each word type could be 

preserved. In this way, although the average f0 values of high vowels (e.g. (�a) and (�b)) would 

be higher than those of low vowels (e.g. (�c) and (�d)), the data treatment methods described 
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above could erase the confounding effects and preserve the relative f0 shape in each word type 

(and vowel) by calculating the z-scores of each word type separately.

2.4.2 Percentage of f0 turning point

The percentage of the f0 turning point was calculated based on the following formula: 

millisecond of the lowest f0 point / the length of the f0 contour * �00%. For instance, for an 

f0 contour where the length of the f0 contour was ��0 milliseconds and the lowest f0 occurred 

at the �0milliseconds, the resulting percentage of the f0 turning point was ��.�% (i.e., �0 / 

��0 * �00%). A higher number of percentage would show that the application of T�S was less 

phonetically complete because the f0 contour would be similar to that of a T� syllable.

2.5 Statistical analysis

2.5.1 Inter-rater reliability

In order to maintain that the extracted acoustical values analyzed by the major coder were 

objective, an additional trained assistant coded ��% (six out of �0 participants) of the total data. 

Pearson's product-moment correlations were used to compute the inter-rater reliabilities of the 

acoustical parameters included in the study.

2.5.2 Comparing differences

Growth curve analysis, by using the Linear Mixed Models in SPSS version ��, was the 

statistical method used to examine if there were any differences in f0 contour shapes among 

the first syllables of the four word types. (c.f. Li & Chen, �0��; Zhang & Meng, �0��; Xu 

Rattanasone, Tang, Yuen, Gao & Demuth, �0��; Chen et al., �0��; Chen, Wiltshire, Li & 

Wayland, �0��; Chen & Li, �0��). 
�

 The intercept (the average), linear (slope) and quadratic 

(U-shape curve) terms were included in the statistical analysis. The �� time points and the four 

word types were the independent variables and the f0 was the dependent variable. The f0 values 

of the first syllable in the AO-AO condition was set as the baseline for the comparisons.

In order to investigate if there were differences in the percentages of the lowest f0 contour 

across different word types, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. The Huynh-

Feldt correction was adopted when the sphericity assumption was violated. When there was a 

main effect, three paired-samples t-tests were performed to explore if there were any differences 

between AO-AO vs. AO-AG, AO-AO vs. AG-AO, and AO-AO vs. AG-AG.

�　Repeated-measures ANOVA was also frequently used as the statistical method to compare the differences 
among f0 contours (c.f., Peng, �000; Myers & Tsay, �00�; Zhang & Lai, �0�0; Zhang & Peng, �0��; Yan 
& Zhang, �0��; Zhang & Liu, �0��, �0��; Huang, Zuo & Zhang, �0��). Based on the obtained data, the 
resulting f0 patterns were the same for both ANOVA and growth curve analysis.
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As two major acoustical parameters (the f0 contour and the percentage of the lowest f0 

point) were collectively used to determine if there were any differences among different f0 

shapes, the significance values were set at .0�� (i.e., .0�/�). As the intercept (the average), 

linear (slope) and quadratic (U-shape curve) terms were included, the significance values for the 

contour differences were further divided into three, giving rise to the value of .0�� (i.e., .0��/�). 

Finally, for the three post-hoc comparisons of the one-way repeated-measures ANOVA (i.e., the 

percentage of the f0 turning point), the significance values were set at .0��(i.e., 0.0���/�). These 

Bonferroni correction methods could reduce the risk of Type I errors.

2.6 Hypothesis

If the phonetically incomplete applications of T�S were the results of the differences in 

articulatory implementation triggered by differences in lexical familiarity, as proposed by Zhang 

and Peng (�0��), there would be no differences in the acoustical parameters between the first 

syllables of AO-AO and AO-AG because the first syllables were the existing syllables with 

higher lexical familiarity. Additionally, there would be differences in one or more acoustical 

parameters between the first syllables of AO-AO vs. AG-AO and AO-AO vs. AG-AG because 

the first syllables of the two pseudoword types were not existing syllables, which the participants 

were unfamiliar with.

3. Results

The results of the inter-rater reliabilities showed that there were high agreements between 

the two coders (the �� f0 time point values: r = .���, p < .00�; the percentage of the f0 turning 

point: r = .���, p < .00�). Therefore, the results to be reported in this study were objective.

3.1 F0 contour

The time-normalized f0 contours for the four word types are shown in Figure 13. 

Graphically, although T�S was applied among these word types, they could be subcategorized 

into two groups, AO-AO with AO-AG and AG-AO with AG-AG. 
�

 Growth curve analysis was 

�　One might notice that the contours of AG-AO and AG-AG looked like a falling-rising pitch and hence 
questioned if T�S was truly applied in those word types. In fact, there was another tonal alternation 
involving T� in Mandarin Chinese, as shown in (i) (Chen �000; Zhang & Lai �0�0; Wee �0��).

　 (i)　Half Third Tone
　　     ���　→ �� / _ {��, ��, ��}

　 Therefore, if T3S was not applied, the resulting pitch would be a falling contour. Readers could check 
Figure 1 in Liu and Chen (2020) for the pitch contour of the kind.
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used to examine if there were any differences in the f0 contour shapes among the four word 

types. The detailed statistical results were summarized in Table 1. The results, including 

intercept (the average), linear (slope) and quadratic (U-shape curve) terms, indicated that the f0 

contours between the first syllables in the AO-AO and AO-AG conditions were similar. On the 

other hand, the f0 contours between the first syllables in the AO-AO and AG-AO conditions as 

well as those in the AO-AO and AG-AG conditions were different.

Figure 13. Graphical results of four f0 contours

Table 1.Statistical Results of the F0 Contours among the Four Conditions

Word Types
Intercept 
(Average)

Linear Terms 
(Slope)

Quadratic Terms 
(U-shape curve)

AO-AO vs. 
AO-AG

Estimate -.��� .0��� -.00�

t -�.��� �.��� -�.���

p =.0�� =.0�� =.0�0

AO-AO vs. 
AG-AO

Estimate .��0 -.��� .0��

t ��.0�� -��.��� �.���

p <.001 <.001 <.001

AO-AO vs. 
AG-AG

Estimate .��� -.��� .0�0

t ��.��� -��.��� �.���

p <.001 <.001 <.001
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3.2 Percentage of f0 turning point

The average percentages of the occurrence of the lowest f0 were presented in Table 2.

Table 2.Results of the Percentage of Lowest F0 Point across Four Word Types

Word Types Average % of Lowest F0 Point Standard Error

AO-AO �0.��� �.���

AO-AG ��.��� �.���

AG-AO ��.�� �.���

AG-AG ��.��� �.���

One one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to investigate if there were any 

differences among the average percentages of the lowest f0 point among the four word types. 

The results showed that there was a main effect among these word types (F (�.��, ��.���) = 

��.���, p< .00�). Three paired-samples t-tests were performed to explore if there were any 

differences between AO-AO vs. AO-AG, AO-AO vs. AG-AO, and AO-AO vs. AG-AG. The 

results indicated that there was a significant difference between AO-AO and AG-AO (t (��) 

= -�.���, p = .00�) as well as a significant difference between AO-AO and AG-AG (t (��) = 

-�.��0, p = .00�). The difference between AO-AO and AO-AG was not statistically significant 

(p = .���). In short, the resulting patterns from the percentage of the lowest f0 point were similar 

to those from f0 contours. The average percentage of the lowest f0 point of AO-AG was similar 

to that of the baseline AO-AO and the average percentage of the lowest f0 point of AG-AO and 

AG-AG were different from that of the baseline AO-AO.

3.3 Interim summary

The results of the statistical analysis were summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of the Statistical Analysis

Word Types
F0 Contour

% of Lowest F0 
PointIntercept 

(Average)
Linear Terms 

(slope)
Quadratic Terms 
(U-shape curve)

AO-AO vs. 
AO-AG

AO-AO vs. 
AG-AO

Different Different Different Different

AO-AO vs. 
AG-AG

Different Different Different Different
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The results from the statistical analysis confirmed the first impression from the graphical 

comparison (c.f. Figure13). That is, the phonetic completeness of T�S application in AO-AG 

behaved similarly to that of the baseline AO-AO and the application of T�S was phonetically 

incomplete in AG-AO and AG-AG.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to critically examine the applicability of T�S among 

pseudowords, with special attention to the phonetic completeness of T�S application. 

Specifically, I aimed to test Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) proposal that the covert, phonetic contrasts 

observed between real and pseudowords could be attributed to differences in the articulatory 

implementation triggered by lexical familiarity effects. The experimental results, by using newly-

constructed colors and objects, showed that the first T� syllables in AO-AO and AO-AG behaved 

similarly in all the acoustical parameters measured in the study. On the contrary, the f0 contour 

shapes and the percentages of the lowest point in the first T� syllables in AG-AO and AG-AG 

were different from those in AO-AO, showing that the nature of the first syllable (AO or AG) 

exerted strong influences on the phonetic completeness of T�S application. Several significant 

and related issues are discussed below.

First, the experimental results supported Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) view that the covert, 

phonetic contrasts observed between real and pseudowords could be attributed to differences 

in the articulatory implementation triggered by lexical familiarity effects. Given that AO-AG, 

AG-AO and AG-AG were all pseudowords, the results showed that the nature of the first T� 

syllable (AO or AG) was the key to the phonetic completeness of T�S.When the first syllable 

was an actually occurring syllable (i.e., the first syllable in AO-AG), the application of T�S was 

phonetically complete. On the other hands, when the first syllable was an accidentally gapped 

syllable (i.e., the first syllable in AG-AO and AG-AG), the application of T�S was phonetically 

incomplete. The major difference between AO and AG syllables was that the participants had 

never encountered those AG syllables before they participated in the experiment and therefore 

were unfamiliar with the phonetic substances of the AG syllables. The low familiarity to the 

syllable in turn affected the participants’ articulatory implementation when they tried to apply 

T�S. In short, Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) proposal was directly tested in the current study and 

the results supported their view that the articulatory implementation was accountable for the 

differences in the phonetic (in)completeness of T�S among different types of words.

Although the z-scored f0 values were used in the current study, one might still inquire 

if the differences among AO and AG syllables were contributed by the vowel differences. 
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Specifically, apical vowels were used for the AO syllables while low vowels /a/ were used for 

the AG syllables. However, if the differences among AO and AG syllables were the results 

contributed by the differences in vowels, the higher f0 onsets of the first AG syllables in the AG-

AO and AG-AG conditions became unjustifiable (c.f. Figure 13). That is, it was well established 

that low vowels generally had lower f0 (Lehiste, ���0; Ohala, ����; Whalen & Levitt, ����), 

and the effects could be observed starting right at the beginning of the vowel (c.f. Shi & Zhang, 

����). Therefore, if the differences of the f0 contours were due to the vowel contrasts, the onset 

f0 values of the low vowels /a/ in the first syllables of the AG-AO and AG-AG conditions were 

expected to be lower than those with an apical vowel. However, according to Figure 13, the 

onset f0 values of the first syllables in the AG-AO and AGAG conditions were higher. In short, 

by using the z-scored f0 values, the influences from the intrinsic vowel pitch would be erased.

Methodologically, the current study provided significant insights for studies aiming at 

testing the applicability of tone sandhi in different languages/varieties. In this revised wug test, 

newly created colors and objects as well as rigorous steps in data analyses were used. The use of 

the revised wug test had several advantages. First, those methods excluded confounding factors 

that were frequently found in the literature and could successfully minimize the influences from 

different vowels in the critical syllable and the influences from different onsets in the following 

syllable on the f0 heights. Next, the pseudowords were associated with proper meanings so 

that the felicitous conditions for tone sandhi were created. Finally, none of the participants 

had difficulties in memorizing the newly created colors or objects and they could successfully 

articulate the required phrase patterns and abbreviated forms, showing that the design of the 

revised wug test was feasible for the participants.One note is appropriate here. Although tone 

sandhi phenomena had been extensively studied across different varieties of Mandarin (c.f., the 

section Psychological reality and pseudoword experiment), those studies fell short of waiving the 

concerns proposed in the section Some puzzles. If the phonetically incomplete application of tone 

sandhi could be reduced to articulatory implementation, as evidently shown in the case of T�S in 

the current study, converging evidence from various Mandarin varieties and other tone languages 

are expected especially when the experimental designs are further polished. The proposed 

phonological analyses for a variety types of tone sandhi might also need to be modified in light 

of the new findings. I believe that future studies focusing on these aspects would be particularly 

informative to the understanding of the nature of tone sandhi phenomena.

The experimental findings of the current study also provide essential implications for the 

connection between the degrees of productivity and the psychological representations of tone 

sandhi. To further discuss the issue, results from Chien and colleagues are first presented. Chien, 

Sereno and Zhang (�0��) conducted an auditory-auditory priming lexical decision experiment to 
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explore the relationship between surface tones and the stored tone representations in the mental 

lexicon. In a typical trial, a prime with either a T�, a T� (a surface tone after the application of 

T�S), or a T� (baseline) syllable was played and a disyllabic word (eithera real word involving 

T�S, a non-sandhi real word or a pseudoword) was played after a ��0-millisecond interval. The 

participants’ task was to decide if the heard disyllabic word was a real existing word or a non-

occurring word. The results showed that the T� prime would elicit statistically significantly faster 

reaction times than did the other two types of primes. A follow-up study with more types of 

primes and targets involving T�S by Chien, Yan and Sereno (�0�0) also supported the view from 

Chien, Sereno and Zhang (�0��). Based on the production study from Zhang and Lai (�0�0), 

Chien, Yan and Sereno (�0�0) claimed that the phonetic incompleteness of T�S in Mandarin 

Chinese could be attributed to the large differences between the surface form and the underlying 

form. That is, the large differences between a T� (which was stored as a low tone in the mental 

lexicon) and a T�-like rising pitch (the surface form) could explain the lower degrees of the 

T�S (phonetic) application among pseudowords. The link between the phonetic productivity of 

pseudowords and auditory-auditory priming results was also established in studies targeting on 

different varieties in Mandarin (e.g., Chien, Sereno & Zhang, �0��; Yan, Chien & Zhang, �0�0). 

However, based on the current experimental results, the effects of the physiological constraint 

imposed by the lexical familiarity effects must be considered when one wishes to explicate 

the phonetically incomplete applications of T�S pseudowords. Specifically, the lower degree 

of the phonetic completeness among T�S pseudowords might not be streamed from the large 

differences between the underlying stored form and the surface form of a tone, but a by-product 

of the unfamiliar articulatory gestures incurred by the lexical familiarity effects. Future studies 

with converging evidence from other varieties of Mandarin or tone languages would reinforce 

the claim that the lexical familiarity effects and the physiological constraints, rather than the 

phonetic differences between the surface form and the mental representation of a tone, might be 

the key to the different degrees of tone sandhi (phonetic) productivity.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to critically examine the applicability of T�S among 

pseudowords, with special attention to the phonetic completeness of T�S application. 

Specifically, I tested the validity of Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) proposal that the covert, phonetic 

contrasts observed between real and pseudowords could be attributed to differences in the 

articulatory implementation triggered by lexical familiarity effects. Arevised wug test that 

could waive the confounding factors frequently found in the literature was implemented to 
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collect the speech data from �0 native adult speakers of Taiwan Mandarin. Three acoustical 

parameters, including �� time-normalized f0 values, the percentage of the lowest f0 point and 

the f0 slope, were used to quantify the differences among different word types. The results 

showed that the first T� syllable (AO or AG) in the T� disyllabic word was the key to the 

phonetic (in)completeness of T�S application, confirming Zhang and Peng’s (�0��) view that 

the differences in tone sandhi application could be attributed to the articulatory implementation 

factor, which was triggered by lexical familiarity effects.
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